THANK YOU TO GREG HECK, PIMC Safety and Occupational Health Specialist, POSH Member, and Chair Extraordinaire!

After a long and distinguished career with the Indian Health Service, Greg Heck is embarking on a new adventure: retirement! Greg has served the IHS and PIMC in many ways and has built a lasting legacy at PIMC of both patient and staff safety. Greg contributed his time, expertise, and support to the We Move! program from the first days. Greg identified the chair vendor, critically evaluated the chairs from a longevity and safety perspective, made calls to other hospitals in the Valley for references, and contributed significant intellectual capital to the Scope of Work. Without Greg’s assistance, we would not have been able to obtain chairs that met our needs as well or done it in as short a time frame. He has been an invaluable resource to PIMC and POSH. We wish him the best as he moves on to a new landscape and new adventures!

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR RETIREMENT GREG!